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Editorial
Breaking new ground in research
Europe has always supported robust virology research. This is already
helping in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic, and it will be
essential if we want to tackle other current viral challenges and
potential new ones in the future. In this Results Pack, we meet a number
of innovative EU-funded projects that are making contributions not only
to the battle against SARS-CoV-2 but also to the wider virology field that
will improve our overall understanding of viruses, as well as our ability
to create even more effective antiviral treatments and vaccines.
Humans are particularly susceptible to viruses and it hasn’t taken the current pandemic to
realise this. Viral epidemics have been humanity’s constant companion. Only over the last
40 years, we have had to deal with a range of viruses, from Zika to Ebola, dengue fever to
SARS and of course, HIV.
Whilst none of these examples have thankfully reached the same pandemic intensity as the
virus that causes COVID-19, regional and global epidemics of many of these viruses have
caused mass social and economic disruption and, most importantly, countless human casualties.
Since its emergence in the early 1980s, 75 million people worldwide have been infected with
HIV, with around 32 million dying. The 2014 Ebola epidemic in West Africa claimed 11 300
lives in just 2 years and right now, under the shadow of COVID-19, virologists are also fighting
another resurgence of Ebola in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

From Spanish flu to COVID-19
However, no viral threat since the 1918-19 Spanish flu pandemic has caused as much worldwide disruption as we’re currently experiencing with COVID-19. Spanish flu is estimated to
have claimed somewhere between 17 and 100 million victims. At the time of writing this
editorial article, in May 2020, the death toll for COVID-19 is thankfully vastly smaller than
even the lowest estimations of the numbers killed by the Spanish flu and most people suffer
a mild illness and make a full recovery.
Of course, scientific progress, particularly in viral biology, epidemiology and public health, over
the past century is a big factor in the stark differences between casualty figures. Virologists
have developed a much better understanding of pathogen transmission and its effects, mitigation strategies and the fundamental biology of viruses as a distinct family of organisms.
But it is a constantly evolving field and even before the current pandemic, virologists were
continuing their research to ensure more effective prevention and therapeutic tools (including
vaccines) for the wide variety of viruses that infect humans around the world.

Showcasing EU-funded support for viral research
The European Union, through its Horizon 2020 programme, supports innovative virology
research, and has stepped up its efforts during the COVID-19 crisis. In total, this equates to
more than 100 projects worth more than EUR 200 million.
In light of the current pandemic, this Results Pack, showcasing projects mostly funded by the
European Research Council (ERC), aims to provide its readers with a distinct understanding of
the current research trends in viral biology. Some of the projects featured focus on developing
specific applications for use against certain viruses. Others are engaged in more fundamental
research, aiming to gain a better understanding of specific genetic and other biological factors
that define viruses. With such knowledge unlocked, the hope is that even more advanced treatments could be conceived, trialled and rolled out for use with patients in the very near future.
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Host proteins involved in
species barriers of viral
infections
Human coronaviruses are responsible for a significant percentage of all common colds.
To understand how pathogenic coronavirus species are capable of passing between animals
and humans, European scientists investigated the proteins responsible for blocking viral
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entry into host cells.

It is believed that most human coronaviruses (CoVs) have
emerged through zoonotic transmission and have adapted to the
human host. Although most cause mild upper respiratory tract
infections, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

(SARS-CoV), the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV) and the most recent coronavirus (nCoV2019) from
Wuhan, China have demonstrated the potential of CoVs to be
highly pathogenic.
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A genetic screen to identify
CoV restriction factors

Clinical significance of COV
RESTRIC findings

With the support of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme,
the COV RESTRIC (Unravelling species barriers of coronaviruses)
project investigated the mechanisms that allow CoVs to jump
across species barriers. “Our goal was to determine which host
mechanisms prevent transmission across different species and
identify particular factors implicated in the process,” explains
project coordinator Volker Thiel, professor of virology at the University of Bern.

COV RESTRIC results indicate the presence of certain host proteins that specifically protect immune cells from virus infection. “Most importantly, our work underscores the significance
of protecting immune cells from virus infection,” emphasises the
Marie Skłodowska-Curie fellow Stephanie Pfänder.

His team worked under the hypothesis that restriction factors
limit viral replication in different species. Zoonotic infections
become possible when viruses evade antiviral restriction mechanisms and adapt their strategies
to the new host.
To identify host proteins
The genetic screen revealed
that restrict CoV replication,
a number of genes that can
researchers combined staterestrict the replication of
of-the-art technologies with
different CoV variants in
a genetic screen on several
hundred interferon-stimulated
different host cells.
genes (ISGs). ISGs encode
antiviral effectors that could act as viral restriction factors
and are stimulated by the type I interferon response known for
its protective role against pathogens.
The genetic screen revealed a number of genes that can restrict
the replication of different CoV variants in different host cells.
One particular host protein, the lymphocyte antigen 6 complex
locus E (LY6E), demonstrated high efficacy at blocking CoV entry
into host cells. Researchers investigated LY6E conservation by
testing orthologous genes from rhesus macaque, mouse, bat
and camel. Interestingly, all orthologous variants of this gene
inhibited infection by human CoV, indicating that this function
of LY6E is conserved across species.

Future plans include elucidation of the mechanism by which
LY6E offers broad antiviral protection. Preliminary data indicate
that the protein functions by blocking virus entry, but further
experiments are required to study LY6E activity in the context
of immune cell interplay during an immune response. Partners
also plan to investigate other ISG candidate genes restricting
CoV replication.
The novel inhibitory activity of the ISG LY6E against highly pathogenic CoVs has the potential to lead to novel strategies to protect
immune cells against infection. Considering the severe disease
and high mortality associated with SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
infection, and the recent emergence of a novel CoV in Wuhan,
China, 2019, COV RESTRIC has an important clinical impact. With
a view to the future, Thiel envisages “exploiting the knowledge
about intrinsic host defence mechanisms conserved across species more broadly for the development of novel therapeutic
options against other viruses.”

P R OJ E C T

COV RESTRIC – Unravelling species barriers of
coronaviruses
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Federal Department of Home Affairs in Switzerland
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H2020-MSCA-IF
Furthermore, scientists validated the antiviral activity of LY6E in
various human and murine models of CoV infection where they
observed the capacity of this host protein to protect immune
cells from different viruses including MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV.
Animals lacking LY6E displayed a vulnerability to CoV infection,
with macrophages and B cells being severely affected.
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World’s largest virus
collection becomes key to
fighting COVID-19 pandemic
The world right now is all about containing COVID-19, and maybe even wishing for
its complete destruction. But that would be omitting an important truth: virus
conservation is a cornerstone of research and securing it could help prevent global
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virus outbreaks from happening again.

Such has been the priority of the EVAg consortium since 2008,
when the European Virus Archive (EVA) – which has since become
global – was created. To facilitate research and vaccine development, two consecutive projects have been initiated since 2015
to prevent the fragmentation and potential disappearance of
virus samples across the world.

The current high probability of virus collections being lost as a
virologist retires or a laboratory closes is a real threat, and a
dangerous one. The transfer of high-risk pathogens and sharing
of collections have been made very difficult by strengthened
anti-terrorist measures. One day, these obstacles could backfire
in the form of unpreparedness for the next pandemic.
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Diagnostic kits and virus
strains
The project’s core ambition is to develop and produce reference material for molecular diagnostics. These notably include
non-infectious reagent technology for fast worldwide shipment.
“This is especially valid for distribution at room temperature in
African countries,” says Jean-Louis Romette, emeritus professor
at Aix-Marseille University and coordinator of the EU-funded
EVAg (European Virus Archive goes global) project. “We have
for instance a new concept of positive controls that mimic the
virus while not being infectious. It can validate the extraction procedure, which is a key step
in molecular diagnostics. It
is also important for longerterm endeavours such as
We have successfully
vaccine and antiviral drug
implemented worldwide
development.”

actions adapted to pandemics
through one single point of
entry: a web-based catalogue
making the search of
products easier than ever.

Let’s take the infamous
COVID-19:
To
scientists actively involved
in the fight against its
SARS-CoV-2 virus, EVAg
notably proposes highly
demanded PCR reagents required for testing, including positive
controls, four SARS-CoV-2 strains, and a specificity panel for PCR
assays including RNA from five viruses (SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV,
NL63, OC43 and 229E). The platform essentially works like an
online shop with a shipping service, providing paid access to
selected resources for academics.
“Requests keep pouring in,” notes Romette. “Some 2 336 inquiries have been received from both the academic community
and industry since we offered access to the virus strains in our
catalogue. One of our partners is facing requests for large-scale
production and distribution of PCR reagents, and exchanges
are increasing within our network.” To date, the consortium has
supplied over 2 300 products supporting diagnosis to more
than 70 countries. Recently, the equivalent of 70 000 PCR tests
have been provided to the Ministry of Health of Guatemala, and
2 500 PCR tests to the Ministry of Health of Slovakia.

the control of local emerging viral diseases; and becoming the
most responsive network in the fight against viral outbreaks.
“Our work consists in associating high-calibre scientists around
a situation to bring a prompt response to an emergency. We
do so even before national and international institutions start
funding actions. We have successfully implemented worldwide
actions adapted to pandemics through one single point of entry:
a web-based catalogue making the search for products easier
than ever,” Romette explains.

Unprecedented effort
EVAg currently gathers 43 laboratories at the forefront of human,
animal and plant research in virology. Its web-based catalogue
provides access to more than 3 000 products, including viruses,
derived materials and engineered cells. The network also integrates 14 facilities dedicated to high-risk pathogen simulations
(BSL4), making it the largest BSL4 network worldwide.
Like his colleagues, Romette is positive that EVAg is on track
to provide the largest virtual virus collection for human, animal
and plant viruses. To ensure continuity, despite the EVAg project
formally ending in July 2020, the team are also working within an
entirely new Horizon 2020 project, EVA-GLOBAL, which launched
in January 2020 and will continue until the end of 2023.

P R OJ E C T

EVAg – European Virus Archive goes global
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Aix-Marseille University in France
FUNDED UNDER

H2020-INFRA
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T

Such a situation actually makes a case for what has been the
project’s focus for the past 11 years. This covers: providing highquality products to the international scientific community; helping
institutes from low income countries provide rapid responses for
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G4s: the long sought-after
targets for future HIV-1
treatment?
HIV-1 is the virus strain responsible for most HIV infections worldwide. But it has one
weakness: it depends on the cell’s G-quadruplexes (G4s) for its transcription, which makes

© Kateryna Kon, Shutterstock

it sensitive to antiviral drugs specifically targeting these G4s.

It’s all due to what you could call a design flaw in this virus that
has been plaguing the world for decades. There is only one region
of HIV-1’s DNA where gene transcription is initiated – its gene
promoter – and the European Research Council (ERC)-funded
project HIV LTR G-4 (G-quadruplexes in the HIV-1 genome: novel
targets for the development of selective antiviral drugs) has
recently found that region to be filled with G4s. This is true even

for a virus in a latent state which, until now, has been completely
invisible to immune cells and therapy.
“This discovery is very important and has implications at different
levels,” says Sara Richter, professor in Microbiology and Clinical
Microbiology at the University of Padua and ERC grantee and
principal investigator for the project. “It means that G4s are key
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for viral transcription and, since each G4 has its own peculiar
structure, they are specifically targetable, it also means that we
have identified a potential pathway to effectively target and
eliminate the virus even when it’s in a latent state.”

New selective compounds
Richter found good starting points for her research in four different molecules displaying anti-HIV-1 activity.
The first one is a G4 ligand inhibiting HIV-1 with effective concentration in the low micromolar range, from which she and her
team synthesised a second class of molecules with effective
potential against HIV-1 in the nanomolar range.
The third molecule was found by screening a commercial library:
it is selective for HIV-1 G4s but binds poorly to cellular G4s.
Finally, the team focused on a fourth molecule called aptamer
AS1411 – an anticancer agent found to inhibit HIV-1 entry by
binding to a viral co-receptor on
the cell surface.

We are currently checking
if the antiviral activity can
be further improved by
rationally modifying the
family of compounds
based on the NMR
structural data that we
provided.

“The results of our research met
our initial expectations. We identified some compound leads that
target HIV G4 with a good level
of selectivity and display antiviral
activity. We also demonstrated
how the G4-based centre of HIV
transcription regulation is controlled by cellular proteins with an
impressively fine-tuned network
between G4s and cellular proteins.
Moreover, we reported – at the nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) resolution level – the structures of the most important
HIV G4s. This allows for the rational design/optimisation of drug
targeting,” Richter explains.

a peptide nucleic acid (PNA) strategy enables the delivery of
G4-stabilising compounds to the exact HIV G4 location.
Results of additional research from the same team were also
recently submitted. They showcase the development of a highthroughput method that can be applied to search for drug-like
molecules against any single G4 structure of choice. “In our
case, this high-throughput sequencing (HTS) strategy enabled
the identification of a family of drug-like compounds targeting
the most important HIV G4 with a specific and unique type of
interaction. The compounds have good antiviral activity and are
not toxic for the cells. We are currently checking if the antiviral
activity can be further improved by rationally modifying the
family of compounds based on the NMR structural data that
we provided,” Richter points out.
Richter and her team are currently in touch with collaborators to
test their compounds on animal models. Even though they still
have to do this, their research has provided a whole new level of
understanding of the HIV promoter structure and the regulation
of viral transcription by G4 structures.

P R OJ E C T

HIV LTR G-4 – G-quadruplexes in the HIV-1
genome: novel targets for the development of
selective antiviral drugs
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FP7-IDEAS-ERC

Promising results
Of course, there is still much work to be done before these findings can result in a new generation of anti-HIV drugs. But this
ERC-funded team has recently published a paper showing how
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MoMAAV: Towards gene
therapy for all?
The safety and efficacy of gene therapy delivered to human cells via virus-based carriers
used to depend on patients’ genetic profile and immune response. Work under the

© Omelchenko, Shutterstock

MoMAAV project could turn the tide, making this type of therapy available to all patients.
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Gene therapy is a tremendous source of hope for patients –
almost independently of their condition. Swap faulty genetic
material with genes delivered to human cells by carriers (vectors)
such as viruses, and you could potentially make a blind patient
see, allow a child with muscular dystrophy to walk again, or even
cure cancer. So how exactly do we explain that, 20 years after
evidence of efficacy was provided, gene therapy is only starting
to meet its early promise of causing a landslide in the healthcare
sector? The answer partly lies in one concept: immunogenicity,
the ability of a substance foreign to our body to provoke an
immune response.
“Some of the most exciting results coming from clinical studies
of gene transfer have been realised thanks to adeno-associated
virus (AAV) vectors,” says
Federico Mingozzi, one of
Europe’s most prominent
experts in gene therapy. “One
The idea is rather to find a
problem is that we humans
are natural hosts of wildway to modify the immune
type AAV – the virus from
response so as to allow for
which the gene therapy veclong-term efficacy after gene
tors are derived. Some of us
transfer.
carry antibodies against these
viral vectors and are therefore
not eligible for gene therapy. There is a second problem, too: the
vector can be immunogenic, triggering immune responses that
will affect the durability of gene therapy.”
Mingozzi is currently chief scientific officer at Spark Therapeutics
and research director at Inserm. While in his former position
as associate professor at Pierre and Marie Curie University, he
obtained an ERC grant to carry out his project MoMAAV (Molecular
signatures and Modulation of immunity to Adeno-Associated
Virus vectors) in 2014. The project’s objectives were threefold:
better understanding of what makes these gene-therapy vectors
immunogenic; identifying the molecular signatures of immune
response; and devising strategies to block these responses.
“It is a very difficult task to address the immunogenicity of a
virus. You need to understand exactly what makes these vectors
immunogenic while keeping in mind that you will never be able
to change their nature. The idea is rather to find a way to modify
the immune response, so as to allow for long-term efficacy after
gene transfer,” Mingozzi explains.

as in most immunology research, the team used human samples.
These were collected either from healthy human donors exposed
to the wild-type virus or in the context of gene therapy trials.
“What we learned by conducting gene therapy with AAV vectors
is that animal models in general are not good for predicting AAV
immunogenicity. In fact, when we conduct gene therapy in animals, we have no issue with AAV immunogenicity whatsoever,”
Mingozzi points out.
One of the most important outcomes of the project is a manuscript published in the Journal of Clinical Investigation. In this
manuscript, Mingozzi and his peers showcase the signatures of
immune response against AAV in human lymphocytes. They also
describe a potential therapeutic intervention to reduce vector
immunogenicity in gene therapy trials.
The project has already contributed to several clinical trials, with
its novel technologies for immune monitoring and its contributions to the understanding of immunogenicity in the context
of gene therapy trials. One of these trials is supported under
CURECN, an H2020 project coordinated by Mingozzi. “The project consists of translational work aiming to bring gene therapy
to the clinic for a very rare liver condition called Crigler-Najjar
syndrome. MoMAAV’s work was applied to this clinical trial to
monitor immune response in gene therapy. Some of the immunomodulatory strategies that we applied under the ERC project
are also being used in the ongoing clinical trial,” he highlights.
The trial is currently on hold due to the COVID-19 crisis, but
Mingozzi hopes to resume the work soon. A success would be
game-changing for the sector. It would make AAV-vector-based
gene therapy – which has already demonstrated persistent
therapeutic efficacy for over 10 years – available to virtually
all patients, regardless of their genetic profile and immune
responses.

P R OJ E C T

MoMAAV – Molecular signatures and Modulation
of immunity to Adeno-Associated Virus vectors
HOSTED BY

Pierre and Marie Curie University in France

Human-first approach
By combining his expertise with access to samples from clinical
trials, Mingozzi successfully reached the project’s objectives with
a rather unique approach. Instead of using animal models first,
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The enemy of our enemy:
how oncolytic herpes
could help cure cancer
We often see viruses as harmful, but they can also become reliable allies against even
greater threats. This belief has pushed one European Research Council-funded scientist
to engineer a new type of oncolytic virus that could one day kill cancer cells while
keeping healthy cells intact.

Add this to a context in which the differentiation of cancer
cells from normal ones has become the Holy Grail of cancer
research, and you’ll start seeing the bigger picture. “In the
OV field, the name of the game is to attenuate viral replication,” says
Maria Gabriella Campadelli from the University of Bologna, European Research Council (ERC) grantee and principal investigator of

© SciePro, Shutterstock

COVID-19 has shown us through bitter experience how resourceful a virus can be. But it’s just one of many examples. Did you
know that some viruses can replicate selectively in cancer cells?
These so-called oncolytic viruses (OVs) either evolved or were
engineered in labs to make the most of cancer cells, as the latter
oppose fewer obstacles to viral infections than healthy ones.
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the ONCOLYTIC-HERPES (Oncolytic herpes viruses retargeted to
cancer-specific receptors) project. “The weakened OV replicates
in and kills cancer cells and, to a large extent, spares non-cancer
cells in the process.”
Researchers have been trying to develop attenuated viruses
to kill cancer for over two decades. One of them – currently
the only one approved as a therapeutic drug – is a weakened
herpes simplex virus (HSV) going by the name of T-VEC or
ONCOVEX-GMCSF. Its safety, affinity for cancer cells and ability
to treat patients multiple times without being blocked by their
immune systems make it one
of the most promising alternatives to treatments like chemotherapy and radiotherapy in
‘retargeted’ oncolytic
melanoma patients.

Our
herpes simplex viruses
(oHSVs) enter cancer cells
through molecules specific
to their surfaces.

There is one problem. Forcing the virus to discriminate
between normal and cancer cells has so far resulted
in its weakening, thereby making it harder for it to kill cancer
cells. Furthermore, it is effective only in a limited range of
tumours. This is precisely why Campadelli’s team, prior to the
ONCOLYTIC-HERPES project, had set out to genetically engineer
HSVs that only infect and kill cancer cells. The prototype targets
HER2 – a receptor in breast, ovary and other tumours – and
destroys it.

cells, and we knew that such a method would hardly be approved
for a clinical-grade virus. We had to design novel retargeting
strategies, and we opted for two sets of genetic modifications
in the HSV glycoproteins which mediate virus entry into the cell.
One modification enables the infection of producer cells through
an artificial receptor we engineered, and the second modification
enables the infection of cancer cells through the cancer receptor
of choice,” points out Campadelli.
In further efforts, the ERC-funded team demonstrated how
oHSVs are extremely good at stimulating the antitumor immune
response and making it much more responsive to checkpoint
inhibitors (or combination therapy).
Even though such a possibility remains to be tested, retargeted
oHSVs could potentially be combined with Chimeric Antigen
Receptor T-cells (CAR-Ts) for solid tumours. The team also
showed how oHSVs could become a platform for other cancer
receptors and ultimately target tumours of the breast, ovary,
stomach, lung and pancreas, colorectal cancer, head and neck
carcinomas, etc. Finally, the virus was found to be so cancerspecific that it is effective even upon general administration,
at least in mice.
With the project now completed, Campadelli hopes to find a
company willing to invest in a first in-human clinical trial, likely in
combination with checkpoint inhibitors. If successful, this clinical
trial could mark a true turning point for curing cancer patients.

Specificity vs attenuation
“Instead of attenuating virulence, we wanted to gain cancer
specificity by modifying the virus tropism (how it responds to
stimulus). Our ‘retargeted’ oncolytic herpes simplex viruses
(oHSVs) enter cancer cells through molecules specific to their
surfaces. They become ‘fully virulent’ in their target cancer cells
and gain such selectivity by high cancer specificity rather than
attenuation,” Campadelli explains.
In this project, Campadelli intended to make oHSVs even
better and eligible for a clinical trial. The first focus of her
team consisted in devising a system for the production of
retargeted oHSVs in non-cancer cells. “The HER2-retargeted
oHSVs employed in preclinical studies were produced in cancer
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New research decrypts the
latency phase of human
cytomegalovirus infection
Lytic or latent? These two infection states of the human cytomegalovirus do not have
different transcriptional programmes, as previously thought. This discovery could

© Kateryna Kon, Shutterstock

eventually pave the way towards new treatments for patients.
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Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is somewhat of a curiosity.
It has spent millions of years co-evolving with our ancestors,
has infected the majority of the world’s population, and causes
severe diseases in hundreds of thousands of new-borns and
immunocompromised adults every year. Yet, while this type of
herpes virus seems to know all about us, there is still much we
don’t know about it.

HCMV latency. “It was previously assumed that only a few genes
constitute the latency-specific transcriptional programme,” adds
Stern-Ginossar. “By applying a systematic and u nbiased approach
of single cell RNA-sequencing, we
overcome the inherent caveats of
in vitro model systems and portray a different reality.”

“Much of our knowledge about the changes occurring in HCMVinfected cells comes from studies focusing on lytic infection – the
replication stage of infection that leads to host cell death. Posttranscriptional regulation and the latency phase of infection, in
which the patient is asymptomatic, are still poorly understood,”
says Noam Stern-Ginossar, ERC grantee leading the Profile Infection
(Unravelling changes in cellular gene expression during viral
infection) project.

In the long run, Stern-Ginossar
believes that the project’s molecular dissection of the interplay
between virus and host cell during
latency will pave the way towards
new therapeutic strategies.

Closing these gaps could mean a lot for our understanding of
fundamental aspects of virus-host interactions. It would open
the door to new treatments and even lift the veil on unknown
principles of cell biology. Fortunately enough, the emergence of
novel deep-sequencing methods now enables scientists to take
on these challenges and take analyses of HCMV biology further
than ever before. This is precisely what Stern-Ginossar and her
team set out to do.
The team’s work consisted in putting these new technologies
into practice. As a first step, they used ribosome profiling (deepsequencing of ribosome-protected mRNA fragments) to identify
and monitor gene expression during infection. This enabled the
systematic analysis of the resulting proteins with both speed and
accuracy. Simultaneously, the team monitored mRNA over the
course of infection. They could then globally examine changes in
the efficiency of host gene translation during infection.
Last but not least, they used advances in RNA-sequencing to
probe RNA expression from single cells, for the study of HCMV
latency. “This provided us with a unique opportunity to map
the viral transcripts expressed in a single infected cell, enabling the discrimination between ‘lytic noise’ and true latency,”
Stern-Ginossar explains.

By applying a systematic
and unbiased approach of
single cell RNA-sequencing,
we overcome the inherent
caveats of in vitro model
systems and portray a
different reality.

She and her team also intend to
address another key question by the end of the project’s lifetime.
“We need to understand what makes the virus latent in some
cells but not in others, along with what biological elements govern reactivation from latency,” she notes.
This work is already ongoing and will continue once the ERC
project is completed. Follow-up plans include the continued quest
for the deciphering of host and viral determinants governing
latent and lytic infection outcome. “We assume and plan to test
whether the same determinants are also involved in reactivation
from latency, which is essentially a dormant state. This knowledge will definitely expand the breadth of processes that can
be therapeutically targeted to prevent the devastating outcomes
of HCMV reactivation,” Stern-Ginossar concludes.

P R OJ E C T

Profile Infection – Unravelling changes in
cellular gene expression during viral infection
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A new paradigm

Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel
FUNDED UNDER

One of the project’s key discoveries lies in the unexpected
similarities between latency-related gene expression and the
lytic viral programme – albeit at much lower levels of e xpression.
This is a noticeable move away from the prevailing view of
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Breaking the code of how
viruses invade cells
Understanding the role that cellular microRNAs play in targeting viruses – and how
viruses can express their own microRNAs to invade cells – could be key to developing
new infection-fighting therapies. The RegulRNA project has been at the cutting edge
of this research.

There are around 2 000 different microRNAs in the human
genome. They control genetic messages in the cell by
binding to messenger RNAs together with a protein.
“Although we know a lot about RNAs and their role in the context
of viral infections, we know much less about the control of the

© nobeastsofierce, Shutterstock

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a molecule that plays various roles in the
coding, decoding, regulation and expression of genes. Cells use
messenger RNAs to transmit their genetic information, microRNAs
are used to regulate gene expression and many viruses encode
their genetic information using an RNA genome.
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regulatory RNAs themselves,” says European Research Council (ERC) grantee Sébastien Pfeffer from the French National
Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS). “In other words, how are
the regulators regulated?”

Evolution of viruses

The project also looked at the behaviour of a herpes virus responsible for the development of some cancers. “We also know that
some microRNAs are produced and can play a role in the cancer
process,” Pfeffer points out. “If we can understand the process
by which viral microRNAs are expressed, then again, we have
something we can target to fight infection.”

This has been the focus of the RegulRNA (Modulation of RNAbased regulatory processes by viruses) project. Pfeffer used his
ERC grant to look in particular at microRNAs, building on some
previous work.

Significant steps have also been taken towards identifying the
early signs of viral infection. When viral RNA enters a cell, it is
recognised by the cell as a danger. “Identifying all the cellular
proteins involved in this recognition could again be a way to help
cope with viral infection,” adds Pfeffer.

“I discovered a few years back that some viruses express their
own microRNAs, which are then used to target host genes,” he
explains. “By binding to cellular messenger RNAs, the virus can hijack
cells and adapt them to their own
advantage. This is what viruses do.”

The project, currently in the process of validating its findings and
due for completion in December 2020, could have implications
for the current global health crisis. “Our research is still a work in
progress, but we are of course interested in linking our findings
to tackling COVID-19,” concludes Pfeffer. “We’ll be looking into
this as soon as we have access to our laboratory again.”

We are of course
interested in linking our
findings to tackling
COVID-19.

In this latest project, Pfeffer wanted
to better understand the complex
role that microRNAs play in viral
infections, the factors involved in
generating them, and how some viruses evolve to express their
own microRNAs.

Identifying targets for therapy
Pfeffer used different viruses as models to investigate the
behaviour of microRNAs. A combination of techniques ranging
from bioinformatics to cellular biology were used in order to
gain a comprehensive view of how RNAs are regulated during
viral infections.
“Cells can use microRNAs to target the virus, but viruses can also
use microRNAs to target the cell,” notes Pfeffer. “In our research
for example we found a microRNA in the brain that can bind to
viral RNA.” Preventing such microRNAs from binding with the virus
could be one viable strategy to fighting infection.
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Cell ‘switches’ could hold
secrets to tackling viral
pandemics
ERC-funded researchers have identified a biological mechanism by which cells can
defend themselves against infection. The discovery of a new type of immunity could
spur further research and lead to a better understanding of how viral pandemics like

© Aleksandra Suzi, Shutterstock

influenza and COVID-19 can be effectively tackled.
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“If we can learn more about this naturally evolved process, we
might be able to harness it to help provide protection against
viruses,” explains Benjamin Hale, a professor from the Institute
of Medical Virology at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, who
received a grant from the European Research Council (ERC) for
his SUMOFLU (Interplay between influenza viruses and host
SUMO pathways) project. “For example, can we design new ways
to stimulate this form of immunity, and thereby boost immune
responses and molecular defences against infection? This would
be a way to help our body’s own natural defences.”

The viral challenge
Seasonal influenza viruses can cause respiratory illness in
humans, with symptoms including fever, dry cough, headache
and muscle pain. The disease is typically mild and self-resolving
but can sometimes be more severe and lead to death, particularly in high-risk groups. Annual seasonal influenza epidemics are
associated with 3 to 5 million severe cases each year worldwide,
according to the WHO.
“There are very good vaccines against seasonal influenza viruses,
but these need to be updated every few years because of small
changes in the virus,” says Hale. “These changes accumulate over
time and make the vaccines we have less effective. We are also
worried about the occurrence of new pandemic strains for which
we have no vaccine or pre-existing immunity, in a similar way
to SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19). Antivirals are
therefore an important first line of defence. The challenge we
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have is this – how can one limit the chances that the virus will
mutate to become resistant to the antiviral?”

Stimulating immune responses
The SUMOFLU project sought to address this challenge by
designing new antivirals that do not target the virus directly,
but rather target some part of the host cell that the virus infects.
“By targeting the host cell, we think it will be more difficult
for the virus to become resistant,” explains Hale. “The other
advantage of new antivirals
targeting the host cell rather
than the virus is that they may
have a better chance of being
The challenge we have is
effective against other viruses
this – how can one limit
(so-called ‘broad-spectrum’),
including new emerging viruses
the chances that the virus
such as SARS-CoV-2.”
will mutate to become

resistant to the antiviral?

More specifically, the project focused on a host protein
called ‘SUMO’, which acts as a critical regulatory switch to alter
the functions of other proteins inside the cell. “We found that
hundreds of cellular proteins are re-wired with SUMO during
influenza virus infection,” Hale points out. “Many of these cellular proteins had not been implicated in virus biology before.
We found some to be very important for the virus to replicate
efficiently, and in the future, we will explore whether inhibitors
of these cellular proteins could make good drug candidates.”
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One of the most interesting findings was a SUMO-switch in a
host protein called TRIM28. This switch appears to help stimulate an immune response during infection, allowing the cell to
build up defences to protect against virus replication. “This was
completely unexpected and showed that some SUMO-switches
were important for immunity against viruses,” adds Hale.

P R OJ E C T

SUMOFLU – Interplay between influenza viruses
and host SUMO pathways
HOSTED BY

University of Zurich in Switzerland
Following this breakthrough discovery, Hale intends to better
understand the precise molecular mechanisms necessary to trigger these particular SUMO-switches. This will give researchers
a clue as to the types of chemical compounds, or potential drugs,
that might be designed to do the same job. “We will also need to
understand other consequences of flicking these SUMO-switches,
and whether there are any side effects that we do not yet know
about – we would not want to start thinking about manipulating these cellular systems if other unwanted effects occur,”
he concludes.
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Unlocking the secrets of
the mosquito’s antiviral
immune response
Mosquitoes and other blood-sucking insects transmit a variety of viruses, including
several affecting humans. One ERC-funded project has been working hard to better
understand the antiviral response of mosquitoes that will potentially provide important

© sun ok, Shutterstock

insights on how we could better protect ourselves against such viruses.
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With the increasing prevalence and danger posed by insecttransmitted viruses (also known as arboviruses), such as Zika,
yellow fever, dengue fever and chikungunya virus, it is essential
to better understand the interactions between the virus and the
insect that further determine the viral transmission to humans.
Dengue fever alone causes an estimated 100-400 million
human cases annually and mosquitoes are clearly a central
part of the transmission cycle, but this is not well understood
at the molecular level.
“Mosquitoes acquire viruses through a bloodmeal, after which
they multiply in the mosquito body to eventually reach the sal
ivary glands for transmission to a new naïve host. In the mosquito
body, the virus encounters
anatomical barriers as well
as the mosquito’s immune
system. Since this immune
What was totally unexpected
system may suppress the
virus as a means to prewas that the piRNA pathway
serve the mosquito’s life, it
may additionally play a role in
is an essential determinant
gene regulatory processes.
for transmission,” explains
Ronald van Rij, professor of
experimental virology at Radboud University in the Netherlands
and principal investigator of the ERC-funded ViVARNAsilencing
(Antiviral Defense in the Vector Mosquito Aedes aegypti: induction and suppression of RNA silencing pathways) project. “It
was already known that replicating viruses are targeted by a
small RNA-based immune response, called RNA interference. In
this pathway, replicating viral RNA (which is double-stranded)
is broken down into small fragments, called small interfering
RNAs, which are used to further degrade viral RNA, thus reducing viral replication.”

piRNAs: Packing a punch
against viruses
The real crux of the project’s work has been based on another
small RNA pathway called the PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA)
pathway that also targets viruses within the mosquito.
piRNAs are an enigmatic class of small RNAs that had previously been studied mostly in lab animals, but the work under
ViVARNAsilencing has shown that they have much broader activities than previously thought.
“Viral RNA is broken down into piRNAs, which may contribute
to antiviral immunity,” van Rij continues. “What was totally unexpected was that the piRNA pathway may additionally play a
role in gene regulatory processes. The piRNA pathway in mosquitoes seems to have acquired additional functions compared
to other lab organisms – including gene regulation and antiviral
defence.”
“This is important for our understanding of virus transmission by
mosquitoes. Moreover, in collaboration with other researchers,
we found that the mosquito genome carries fragments of viral
sequences and that these are used to produce piRNAs – this
opens up the exciting possibility that these fragments represent
a heritable form of antiviral immunity that is based on piRNAs.”
Van Rij and his team have crucially managed to discover which
virus families are efficiently targeted by the piRNA pathway and
have also been able to show in follow-up work funded by the
Dutch Research Council that the piRNAs are essential for the
embryonic development of the mosquito.
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Wider impact and looking
ahead
Alongside the opportunity to train several highly motivated PhD
students and postdocs on the project, van Rij and his team’s
research also has wider implications. “We have seen an extension
of the geographic range of mosquitoes from tropical to more
temperate climates and consequently, the geographic range
of human susceptibility to various viruses has also increased,”
van Rij says. “It’s also becoming increasingly clear that mosquitoes harbour a much larger repertoire of viruses than previously thought of which the potential to cause human disease
remains to be established.” As mosquitoes are such a central
part of the transmission cycle, insights into the mechanisms that
suppress viral replication in the mosquito will provide important insights into arbovirus transmission, which in turn may help
with developing new methods to control arbovirus transmission,
including to humans.
Looking towards the immediate future, van Rij and his team are
currently following up on some of the unanticipated outcomes of
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the project. “One of these will be a follow-up and further study
of the role of integrated viral fragments in heritable antiviral
immunity – excitedly, two preprints in the journal bioRxiv to which
we’ve contributed, suggest that these viral fragments do indeed
control viral infection in the ovaries of mosquitoes.”
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